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Mechanochemical reactions and syntheses of oxides
Vladimir Sˇepela´k,w*ab Andre Du¨vel,bc Martin Wilkening,d Klaus-Dieter Beckerbe and
Paul Heitjansbc
Technological and scientific challenges coupled with environmental considerations have prompted a
search for simple and energy-eﬃcient syntheses and processing routes of materials. This tutorial review
provides an overview of recent research eﬀorts in non-conventional reactions and syntheses of oxides
induced by mechanical action. It starts with a brief account of the history of mechanochemistry.
Ensuing discussions will review the progress in homogeneous and heterogeneous mechanochemical
reactions in oxides of various structures. The review demonstrates that the event of mechanically
induced reactions provides novel opportunities for the non-thermal manipulation of materials and for
the tailoring of their properties.
Key learning points
1. What is mechanochemistry? Its historical milestones.
2. What kind of mechanochemical reactions can be induced in oxides?
3. What is the nature of mechanically induced disorder in oxides?
4. How can surface eﬀects be separated from the bulk eﬀects in mechanosynthesized oxide nanoparticles?
5. What is the range of thermal stability of oxides prepared by mechanochemical routes?
1. Mechanochemistry as a branch of
chemistry
The energy needed for the activation of chemical reactions is
usually provided by heat, light, or electrical potential. Corre-
spondingly, terms such as thermochemistry, photochemistry, or
electrochemistry are generally common in the chemistry litera-
ture. A fundamentally diﬀerent way of initiating or accelerating
a chemical reaction is the use of mechanical force (action).
Mechanically induced chemistry (the so-called mechanochemistry)
has a long history and continues to be of high importance. We
refer the reader to ref. 1–3 for detailed accounts of the history of
mechanochemistry. Nevertheless, some milestones of mechano-
chemistry should be mentioned here. According to some
authors,1–3 the latter began with Theophrastus of Eresos
(371–287 B.C.), a student of Aristotle. In his book ‘‘De Lapidibus’’
(‘‘On Stones’’), he reported that native cinnabar, when rubbed
in a brass mortar with a brass pestle in the presence of vinegar,
yields metallic mercury. Establishing mechanochemistry as a
separate branch of chemistry is usually attributed to Matthew
Carey Lea (Fig. 1), who demonstrated at the end of the
nineteenth century that certain compounds react diﬀerently
under the influence of mechanical action and heat. He
observed the decomposition of silver and mercuric halides by
trituration in a porcelain mortar although the same com-
pounds are known to melt or sublime undecomposed when
heated.4 These experiments are considered nowadays to be the
first systematic investigations on the chemical eﬀects of
mechanical action.1 Note that scientific contributions of
Michael Faraday on the eﬀect of mechanical energy on the
reduction of AgCl with Zn, Sn, Fe, and Cu often remain
forgotten.5 In 1919, the term mechanochemistry was coined by
Wilhelm Ostwald (Fig. 1) when he considered systematically the
diﬀerent modes by which energy can be introduced into a
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system in order to induce or promote chemical changes.6 He
understood mechanochemistry as a part of physical chemistry
like thermochemistry, electrochemistry, sonochemistry or
photochemistry. It took, however, many more years until the
presently accepted definition of mechanochemistry was given
by Gerhard Heinicke in 1984 as ‘‘Mechanochemistry is that
branch of chemistry which is concerned with the chemical and
physical changes of solids which are induced by the action of
mechanical influences’’.7
The present tutorial review is restricted to the mechano-
chemical phenomena in oxides, where an external mechanical
force is technically exerted by high-energy ball milling or
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grinding of the material. It should be noted that milling is one
of the oldest technical activities of mankind which began with
the use of stones to shell cereals, to break nuts or to crush food.
Pestles and mortars were used in prehistoric times and the
technique evolved continuously from the use of these primitive
tools to that of milling equipment of modern times. The real
metamorphosis of the applications of milling techniques into
a true field of materials science occurred primarily during
the second half of the twentieth century; the neologism
mechanical alloying was proposed in the United States by a patent
attorney in connection with the preparation of oxide-dispersed
strengthened alloys by the high-energy ball milling technique.8
Nowadays, milling is considered to be a mature technique used
for the size reduction of solid particles even to the nanometer
range, for the mixing and combination of chemical elements
down to the atomic scale, and for the initiation or acceleration of
solid state chemical reactions. Fig. 2 shows mechanochemical
reactors often used nowadays for these purposes.
Mechanochemistry is well established in chemistry and
materials science and has developed into a broad field, see
ref. 9–21 for some recent reviews. New aspects of this field have
emerged from recent developments in nanosciences. With
atomic force and scanning tunneling microscopy techniques
it is meanwhile possible to manipulate single molecules and to
eventually induce chemical reactions.20 Interestingly, the term
mechanochemistry has recently also been introduced in quan-
tum molecular dynamics simulations of the pulling of
gold nanowires in atomic force microscopy.21 The Institute of
Solid State Chemistry and Mechanochemistry in Novosibirsk,
Russia, founded as a Chemical and Metallurgical Institute
in 1944, has carried its current name since 1997.22 The Inter-
national Mechanochemical Association (IMA) under the auspices
of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry
(IUPAC) initiated the International Conference on Mechanochem-
istry and Mechanical Alloying (INCOME),23,24 which was held
seven times since 1993, with the last meeting in Herceg Novi,
Montenegro, in 2011. The recent IUPAC Compendium of
Chemical Terminology defines a mechanochemical reaction as
a ‘‘chemical reaction that is induced by the direct absorption of
mechanical energy’’.25
2. Mechanochemical reactions in oxides
In this review, which by no means exhausts the field of
mechanochemistry, we shall focus on mechanochemical reac-
tions in oxides and on their mechanically induced morpho-
logical, structural and compositional changes. Selected
examples of functional properties, metastability and a high
Fig. 2 (a) A high-energy ball mill ‘‘Pulverisette 7’’ (Fritsch, Idar-Oberstein,
Germany) of the planetary type and (b) a SPEX 8000M shaker mill (Spex CertiPrep
Inc., USA) of the vibratory type, often used nowadays for the mechanochemical
preparation of nanopowders.
Fig. 1 (left) Matthew Carey Lea (1823–1897) established mechanochemistry
as a separate branch of chemistry. (right) Wilhelm Ostwald (1853–1932) intro-
duced the term mechanochemistry into the literature. Reproduced with permis-
sion from ref. 3, copyright 2005 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH &amp; Co. KGaA,
Weinheim.
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reactivity of mechanosynthesized oxides shall be briefly
demonstrated. As minerals, oxides belong not only to the
most abundant phases of the Earth’s crust and upper
mantle but they constitute on their own a class of materials
which are of tremendous scientific and technological
importance.26 Indeed, they display a rich variety of behaviours,
some of which being not yet accounted for by theories
accepted unanimously. For instance, this holds true for the
high-temperature superconducting properties of some families
of oxides.27 Various properties of oxides are often combined
to yield unique functional (e.g., multiferroic) or structural
materials.28
High-energy ball milling induces a variety of transforma-
tions and reactions in oxides such as disordering and amor-
phization (including surface amorphization), grain boundary
disordering, polymorphic transformations, and so forth. It also
creates defects, some being specific to oxides, such as Schottky
or Frenkel defects or crystallographic shear planes (Wadsley
defects). The chemical reactions in oxides induced by mecha-
nical action can be categorized along the same lines that are
commonly used in solid state chemistry and in chemistry, in
general; they are either of homogeneous or of heterogeneous
type.5,13,29 Homogeneous processes shall be exemplified here
by the mechanically triggered formation of nonequilibrium
structural (atomic) and magnetic (spin) configurations in
complex oxides and by mechanically induced phase trans-
formations in binary oxides. Heterogeneous processes shall
be illustrated with the specific case of mechanically induced
formation reactions (the so-called mechanochemical syntheses or
mechanosyntheses) of complex oxides.
2.1 Internal mechanochemical reactions: mechanically
induced order–disorder reactions and phase transformations
in oxides
The homogeneous mechanochemical processes considered in this
section are confined to materials possibly consisting of
diﬀerent polymorphs but with a stationary chemical composi-
tion. Possible contaminations by elements from the milling
tools or from the milling atmosphere are assumed to have
negligible eﬀects. These processes are due to the so-called
‘‘mechanical activation’’30 or ‘‘mechanical grinding’’.5 Thus, in
the following, we will present a series of examples of homo-
geneous mechanochemical reactions in which nanosized par-
ticles are produced by high-energy ball milling of a bulk oxide
material (top-down approach). The nature of responses of
oxides to mechanical action will be highlighted by examples
focusing on
(a) the mechanically induced redistribution of cations over
non-equivalent cation sublattices provided by a complex oxide
structure,
(b) the formation of canted spin arrangements in the case of
magnetic compounds,
(c) the changes in the geometry of constitutive polyhedra,
(d) the mechanically triggered formation of defective cation
centers with an unsaturated oxygen coordination in the near-
surface layers of oxide nanoparticles, and
(e) the mechanically induced phase transformation in
oxides.
During the high-energy ball milling process, oxides are
subjected to a continuous fragmentation accompanied by the
reduction of their crystallite size (D) to the nanometer range. By
this comminutionmany nanocrystalline materials were prepared
which, in particular in the case of lithium containing complex
oxides, show greatly enhanced (Li) ionic conductivity.31,32
It should be emphasized that nanostructured oxides, in general,
and especially those prepared by mechanochemical processing
exhibit a high volume fraction of structurally disordered
regions. As shown in Fig. 3, such nanostructures possess the
so-called core–shell configuration consisting of ordered inner
cores (often called nanocrystalline grains or crystallites) separated/
surrounded by structurally disordered internal interfaces (grain
boundaries) and external surfaces (near-surface layers).33–35
Because of their sensitivity to medium- and long-range struc-
tural order, diﬀraction techniques lose much of their resolving
power in such nanoscale and disordered systems. Spectro-
scopic techniques, such as magic angle spinning (MAS) nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR), Raman spectroscopy, X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS), and Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy are
eﬃciently applied to characterize these materials down to the
atomic level.
Among structures susceptible to mechanical forces, complex
oxides with the spinel structure exhibit a wide range of
responses. These materials have been considered as convenient
model systems for the investigation of mechanically induced
processes in ionic systems because of their structural flexibility
providing a wide range of physical and chemical behaviour.13
2–3 spinels of the type M12+M23+2 O4, 2–4 spinels M2
2+
2 M1
4+O4
Fig. 3 High-resolution TEM micrograph of milled Li0.5Al2.5O4 demonstrates the
inhomogeneous structure of the produced nanoparticles with the size D = 9 nm
which exhibit a clearly defined rim region and a core region. The so-called core–
shell configuration of nanoparticles with the thickness t of the surface shell of
about 0.7 nm is evident. The lattice fringes correspond to the crystallographic
plane (311) (d = 2.3847 Å) of the Li0.5Al2.5O4 phase (JCPDS PDF 38-1425).
Reproduced with permission from ref. 34, copyright 2011 The Royal Society of
Chemistry.
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and 1–3 spinels M11+0.5M2
3+
2.5 (where 2–3, 2–4 and 1–3 refer to the
valences of the constituent cations) were found to exhibit
complex disordering phenomena involving the redistribution
of cations over the sites of tetrahedral (A) and octahedral [B]
coordination provided by the spinel structure.34–42 To empha-
size the site occupancy at the atomic level, the structural
formulae of these complex oxides may be written as (M11lM2l)-
[M1lM22l]O4 (for 2–3 and 2–4 spinels) and (M11lM2l)-
[M1l0.5M22.5l]O4 (for 1–3 spinels), where parentheses and
square brackets enclose cations on (A) and [B] sites, respec-
tively. The symbol l represents the so-called degree of inversion
defined as the fraction of the (A) sites occupied by M2 cations.
For 2–3 and 2–4 spinels, it varies from l = 0 (normal spinel) to
l = 1 (fully inverse spinel), whereas l takes a value from 0.5 to 1
in the case of 1–3 spinels. The values of lrd = 2/3 and lrd = 5/6
correspond to the random arrangement of cations in 2–3, 2–4
and 1–3 spinels, respectively.
Fig. 4 shows 27Al MAS NMR spectra of the ZnAl2O4 spinel
milled for various times (tm) in a SPEX 8000M shaker mill.
34
Independent of the crystallite size, the NMR spectra of ZnAl2O4
consist of two well-resolved peaks in the region characteristic of
tetrahedrally coordinated aluminium, Al3+(A), (chemical shift
d E 70 ppm; referenced to Al(NO3)3) and octahedrally coordi-
nated aluminium, Al3+[B], (d E 8 ppm). A signal with very low
intensity is visible at approximately 35 ppm corresponding to a
small amount of Al ions fivefold coordinated by oxygen. From
the intensity ratio of the (A) and [B] spectral components
(I(A)/I[B]) one can deduce quantitative information on the cation
distribution in the material.‡ The degree of inversion of bulk
ZnAl2O4 (DE 97 nm) is found to be lc = 0.02(1). This indicates
that the non-treated ZnAl2O4 is an almost normal spinel with
the crystal chemical formula of (Zn)[Al2]O4. It is clearly visible
that mechanical action on ZnAl2O4 results in a redistribution of
the intensities of the (A) and [B] spectral lines. This reflects a
decrease in the concentration of Al3+ cations on [B] sites
and, vice versa, an increase in the population of Al3+ ions on
(A) sites. The important observation is that the degree of
inversion of ZnAl2O4 increases monotonically with decreasing
D reaching l = 0.12(1) for crystallites with an average diameter
of approximately 10 nm. Thus, mechanical action on
ZnAl2O4 induces a homogeneous mechanochemical reaction
yielding a nonequilibrium cation distribution which can be quanti-
tatively formulated as: (Zn0.98Al0.02)[Zn0.02Al1.98]O4 (lc = 0.02) -
(Zn0.88Al0.12)[Zn0.12Al1.88]O4 (l = 0.12).
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, as a powerful surface
analytical method, was applied to follow the homogeneous
mechanochemical processes at the atomic level in the ZnFe2O4
spinel.40 As seen in Fig. 5, the Zn 2p3/2 signal of bulk (unmilled)
ZnFe2O4 consists of a single sharp peak located at 1021.8 eV,
which corresponds to the tetrahedrally coordinated zinc ions.
This indicates that bulk ZnFe2O4 adopts the normal spinel
structure (lc = 0). With increasing tm (with decreasing D), the
XPS signal becomes broader, and a new spectral component
gradually appears on its high-energy side (at 1023.2 eV) corre-
sponding to octahedrally coordinated zinc. The new spectral
component is clearly visible in the XPS spectrum of ZnFe2O4
already after 2 min of milling. After relatively short tm (18 min),
the population of Zn2+ cations on [B] sites reaches the value of
l = 0.41(2). Thus, in contrast to the bulk material, milled
nanocrystalline ZnFe2O4 exhibits a partly inverse spinel struc-
ture characterized by a far-from-equilibrium cation distribu-
tion. This observation is consistent with the results of EXAFS
investigations of milled Zn-containing nanospinels.41 Quanti-
tatively, the homogeneous mechanochemical process of cation
redistribution in ZnFe2O4 can be written as (Zn)[Fe2]O4 (lc = 0)-
(Zn0.59Fe0.41)[Zn0.41Fe1.59]O4 (l = 0.41). As the mean free path of
photoelectrons in zinc oxides is about 2 nm, XPS measure-
ments give information on a depth of about 6 nm.40 It should
be emphasized that as the particle size of milled ZnFe2O4 is
D E 10 nm, the results of the XPS measurements reflect not
Fig. 4 27Al MAS NMR spectra of ZnAl2O4 milled various times. The milling times
(tm) and the corresponding crystallite sizes (D) are shown in the figure. Arrows
emphasize the redistribution of the (A) and [B] spectral intensities. The inset
shows the broadening and the increase in the intensity of the (A) subspectrum.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 34, copyright 2011 The Royal Society of
Chemistry.
Fig. 5 XPS spectra of ZnFe2O4 milled various times in a planetary ball mill AGO 2
(product of the Institute of Solid State Chemistry and Mechanochemistry,
Novosibirsk). The milling times and the corresponding crystallite sizes are
shown in the figure. Adapted with permission from ref. 40, copyright 1999
Academic Press.
‡ l = 2I(A)/(I(A) + I[B]) and l = 2.5I(A)/(I(A) + I[B]) for 2–3, 2–4 and 1–3 spinels,
respectively.
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only the structure of the near-surface layers but also the
disorder in the interior of the ZnFe2O4 nanoparticles.
Low-temperature 57Fe Mo¨ssbauer measurements in a large
external magnetic field allow an accurate determination of the
cation distribution in mechanically treated spinel ferrites.29,36–38,42
This is because the subspectra corresponding to Fe cations on
(A) and [B] sites, which overlap in the zero field, become
separated in large external magnetic fields. Further, Mo¨ssbauer
spectra recorded at low temperatures are easier to interpret
because of the absence of magnetic relaxation eﬀects (e.g.,
superparamagnetism) associated with the nanoscale nature of
milled magnetics.33 It is found that mechanochemical pro-
cessing of inverse spinel ferrites is, in contrast to normal spinels,
accompanied by a decrease in the concentration of Fe3+ cations
on (A) sites, i.e., by a decrease in the degree of inversion. This
is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 6, where the low-temperature
(6.4 K) in-field (5.5 T) 57Fe Mo¨ssbauer spectra of the mecha-
nically prepared nanocrystalline spinels MgFe2O4 and NiFe2O4
are compared with those of the corresponding bulk counter-
parts. It is revealed that the non-treated MgFe2O4 and NiFe2O4
adopt a partly inverse and a fully inverse spinel structure of the
type (Mg0.10Fe0.90)[Mg0.90Fe1.10]O4 (lc = 0.90) and (Fe)[NiFe]O4
(lc = 1.00), respectively, whereas the degree of inversion of the
nanosized ferrites is found to be l E 0.7.37,38,42
In addition to the information about local coordination
and the charge of iron ions, 57Fe Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy
oﬀers a unique possibility of studying the spin arrangement
in a magnetic sample.37,38 When an external magnetic field is
applied perpendicularly to the g-ray direction, the average spin
canting angle, C, can easily be calculated from the ratio of the
intensities of lines 2 and 1, I2/I1, of the magnetically split six-line
spectra.§ For example, for bulk MgFe2O4 and NiFe2O4 (Fig. 6),
the intensity ratio I2/I1 is found to be about 4/3. It is concluded
that the spins are aligned with the external magnetic field of
5.5 T, i.e., the bulk ferrites exhibit a Ne´el collinear spin
arrangement of the type (Mg0.1Fe0.9 m)[Mg0.9Fe1.1 k]O4 and
(Fe m)[Ni k Fe k]O4. The degree of noncollinearity of the
spins increases with increasing tm of the ferrites, i.e., with
decreasing D.37,38 The average spin canting angles were found to
be C E 241 and C E 261 for nanocrystalline (D o 10 nm)
MgFe2O4 and NiFe2O4, respectively. Thus, in addition to the cation
disorder, nanoscale magnetic oxides prepared by mechano-
chemical routes exhibit magnetic disorder owing to spin canting.
Another interesting feature observed is that mechanical
action on spinel oxides brings about a noticeable broadening
of the (A) and [B] spectral lines (compare the NMR, XPS and
Mo¨ssbauer spectra in Fig. 4–6), which implies a change in the
local atomic environments around the (A)- and [B]-site cations.
This variation is explained to be a consequence of the mecha-
nically induced deformation of polyhedron geometries, i.e., the
presence of distorted oxygen tetrahedra and octahedra.34,37
The change in cationic order in spinels is usually induced
by high temperature,43 high pressure,44 and irradiation of a
material with high-energy electrons, ions or neutrons.45 All of
these processing parameters were found to change the cation
distribution in spinels towards random arrangement (l- lrd).
The examples given above clearly show that mechanical action
has the same randomizing influence on the cation distribu-
tions (Fig. 7).35 Note that it holds for nearly normal spinels with
a low degree of inversion – where l increases due to milling – as
well as for nearly inverse spinels with their starting bulk values
close to l = 1 – in which l decreases during high-energy ball
milling.
Even though we are aware that it is not feasible to formally
transfer the processes establishing the equilibrium distribution of
cations, taking place during thermal ‘‘activation’’, to the case of
Fig. 6 Low-temperature (6.4 K) 57Fe Mo¨ssbauer spectra of bulk and nanocrystalline
(a) MgFe2O4 and (b) NiFe2O4. The nanoferrites were prepared by high-energy ball
milling the corresponding bulkmaterials in a planetary ball mill EI 2 150 (product of
the Institute of Solid State Chemistry and Mechanochemistry, Novosibirsk). The
spectra with the completely resolved (A) and [B] subspectra were taken in an external
magnetic field of 5.5 T applied perpendicular to the g-ray direction. Modified with
permission from ref. 37 (a), copyright 2000 American Institute of Physics. Adapted
with permission from ref. 42 (b), copyright 2002 Elsevier Science B.V.
Fig. 7 Cation distributions in spinels and their changes upon high-energy ball
milling. Independently of the ionic configuration in non-treated spinels, mecha-
nical action is found to change their cation distributions towards the random
arrangement (l- lrd; lrd = 2/3 and 5/6 for 2–3 and 1–3 spinels, respectively).
Reproduced with permission from ref. 35, copyright 2012 The Korean Ceramic
Society.§ C = 901  arcsin{[3(I2/I1)/2]/[1 + 3(I2/I1)/4]}1/2. Lines counted from left to right.
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mechanical ‘‘activation’’, the eﬃciency of mechanochemical
methods can be documented by the fact that the degree of
inversion reached in nanosized milled spinels corresponds to
that of the bulk oxides thermally treated at about 2000 K.39
Taking into account the impact-induced local heating and high
local pressures (sometimes called ‘‘hot spots’’ or ‘‘thermal
spikes’’)7,46 involved in the high-energy ball milling process,
the mechanically induced order–disorder reactions presented
above could be understood to occur at the moment of impact as
a result of formation and freezing-in of high-energy localized
states.
Taking into account the non-uniform core–shell configu-
ration of the milled oxides (see Fig. 3), their l values deter-
mined by spectroscopic techniques can be considered as mean
values reflecting the cation distribution within their ordered
grains and disordered interfaces/surfaces. The atomic configu-
rations in the interface/surface regions of spinel oxides pre-
pared by mechanochemical routes are chiefly characterized by
a nearly random arrangement of cations (lrd),
47,48 see below.
In contrast, the ordered grains of nanooxides were found to
exhibit an equilibrium cation distribution (lc). Thus, the experi-
mentally determined l values for the milled oxides can be
expressed as l = (1  w)lc + wlrd, where w is the volume fraction
of interfaces/surfaces. Assuming a spherical shape of the as-
prepared oxide nanoparticles, the volume fraction of interfaces/
surfaces and their thickness (t) can be estimated using the
experimentally determined l, lc and D values.¶ It can be seen
(Table 1) that the volume fraction of the structurally disordered
interface/surface regions in the spinel nanooxides of comparable
crystallite size (DE 10 nm) ranges from about 16% to 64%. On
average, the w values for relatively brittle spinel aluminates
are found to be smaller than those observed in the mechano-
chemically prepared spinel ferrites.5,34 Generally, the latter are
more ductile materials. Consequently, various t values observed
for the investigated spinels may also be related to their diﬀerent
resistivity with respect to mechanical action (to their diﬀerent
mechanical properties). We note that, in general, 1 nm is a
typical thickness of grain boundary/surface shell regions in
nanostructured mechanochemically prepared oxides, such as cubic
spinels,47–50 olivines,26 perovskites,28 as well as orthorhombic and
ilmenite-type complex oxides.51–53 In contrast to spinel nanooxides,
whose near-surface layers are disordered due to the random
distribution of cations, the canted spin arrangement (in the case
of magnetic oxides), as well as deformed polyhedra,49,50 in the case
of mechanosynthesized perovskites (e.g., BiFeO3) and trigonal
nanocrystalline oxides (e.g., LiNbO3), the surface shell regions have
been found to be even amorphous.28,53
A second learning example for homogeneous mechanochemical
reactions is that of mechanically induced phase transformations
in oxides. It has been shown that the occurrence of polymorphic
transformations in oxides upon high-energy ball milling, and
their kinetics, depends chiefly on dynamical conditions of the
milling process.5 For example, highly energetic conditions are
needed to induce the phase transformation of g-Al2O3 into the
thermodynamically stable a-Al2O3.
27Al MAS NMR spectroscopy
carried out at a very high magnetic field of 17.6 T allowed a
systematic investigation of this transformation from an atomic
scale point of view.54 The study revealed that unsaturated
Al ions, i.e., those ions coordinated fivefold by oxygen (in the
following denoted as AlO5), are formed to an unexpectedly large
fraction as high as 20% (Fig. 8a). These defective cation centers
with an unsaturated oxygen coordination are found to be crucial
Table 1 The volume fraction of interfaces/surfaces (w) and their average
thickness (t) in nanocrystalline spinel oxides estimated using the experimentally
determined mean degree of inversion (l) and the average crystallite diameter (D).
The observed l results from two contributions: that of nanosized crystallites
which possess a cation ordered bulk-like structure characterized by the degree of
inversion lc, and that of disordered interfaces/surfaces with a random distribu-
tion of cations (lrd). The data for aluminates and ferrites are reproduced with
permission from ref. 5 (copyright 2011 The Royal Society of Chemistry) and ref. 34
(copyright 2012 The Royal Society of Chemistry), respectively
Oxide D (nm) l lc lrd w (%) t (nm)
ZnAl2O4 9.8(2) 0.12(1) 0.02(1) 2/3 15.5(3) 0.3(1)
MgAl2O4 8.1(3) 0.31(1) 0.23(1) 2/3 18.3(4) 0.3(1)
Li0.5Al2.5O4 9.6(4) 0.94(1) 1.00(1) 5/6 36.0(4) 0.7(1)
MgFe2O4 9.7(1) 0.75(6) 0.90(4) 2/3 64.2(8) 1.4(1)
ZnFe2O4 10.0(1) 0.41(2) 0 2/3 61.5(1) 1.3(2)
Fig. 8 (a) 27Al MAS NMR spectra demonstrate the phase transformation of
g-Al2O3 into a-Al2O3 induced by high-energy ball milling in a Pulverisette 7
planetary mill. The milling times are indicated. Adapted with permission from
ref. 54, copyright 2011 American Chemical Society. (b) (left) TEM micrograph of
titania powder ground for 5 min. (right) Schematic drawing showing nanosized
TiO2-II crystallites formed on the surface of the milled anatase particles. Adapted
with permission from ref. 5, copyright 2012 The Royal Society of Chemistry.
(c) 27Al MAS NMR spectra of Bi2Ga2Al2O9 milled various times in a Pulverisette 7
planetary mill. Arrows denote the spectral components corresponding to the
anomalous AlO5 and AlO3 nearest-neighbor atomic configurations. Adapted
with permission from ref. 5, copyright 2012 The Royal Society of Chemistry.¶ w = 100[(l  lc)/(lrd  lc)]; t = D/2  [(D/2)3(100  w)/100]1/3.
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for the phase transformation induced by mechanical treatment
indicating that the reaction mechanism is similar to that
reported for the thermally induced g - a phase transforma-
tion, i.e., the growth of a-Al2O3 starts from the unsaturated
Al centers on the, presumably structurally disordered, surface
of a metastable g-Al2O3 crystallite and propagates into the inner
regions. Furthermore, it turned out that the presence of a-Al2O3
seed crystals seems to play neither the major nor the only role
in initializing the phase transformation. The main reason for a
complete phase transformation has to be looked for in the very
early stages of milling. Obviously, the initial surface area of the
starting material takes a decisive part; the smaller the surface
area of the crystallites the easier the phase transformation takes
place. Presumably, this is due to the fact that the g-modification
of Al2O3 becomes stabilized when the mean crystallite size falls
below a certain limit.54
From numerous reports in the literature,5 the following
examples of mechanically induced phase transformations in
binary oxides shall be mentioned: the anatase modification of
TiO2 was reported to transform by high-energy milling into the
rutile polymorph via the so-called TiO2-II phase (high-pressure
polymorph with an a-PbO2-type structure). TiO2-II crystallites
with diameters around 10 nm were observed to form on the
surface of the milled anatase particles (Fig. 8b). The thickness
of the superficial TiO2-II layer surrounding a strain-hardened
core of anatase particles was found to increase with milling
time tm. In the case when cubic Y2O3 possessing a bixbyite type
structure is milled, a monoclinic modification of Y2O3 (stable at
high temperatures and at high pressures under equilibrium
conditions) appears first while an amorphous phase is observed
to form after prolonged milling. Similarly, the cubic poly-
morphs of Dy2O3 and of Er2O3 may transform upon high-energy
ball milling into their monoclinic forms. The monoclinic-to-
tetragonal phase transition in ZrO2 can also be induced by the
high-energy milling process. Note that the transformation path
(i.e., the sequence of phases formed) during the milling of the
above-mentioned binary oxides is the same as that induced
thermally. It has been reported that plastic deformations play
an important role in the occurrence of phase transformations
during grinding. Moreover, an increase in local temperatures
may be significant in oxide particles during shocks. The com-
bined actions of increased defect concentrations and the
impact-induced local heating enhance atomic mobility and
may force phase transformations. The phase transformations
of the ground oxides described above may also be related to the
ability of their structural units (in general MO6 octahedra) to
rearrange themselves.5
One of the most important aspects of studies on mecha-
nically induced phase transformations in oxides, performed up
to date, is the exploration of simple routes to compounds with a
large amount of defective cation centers with an unsaturated
oxygen coordination (e.g, AlO5) which can easily be adjusted by
the milling time as well as the time and temperature of a
subsequent annealing step.54 Quite recently it was found that
mechanical action on the mullite-type Bi2(Ga2Al2)O9 material
gives birth to three- and fivefold coordinated Al centers (Fig. 8c).5
The concentration of these defective AlO3 and AlO5 configura-
tions increases with increasing tm, reaching a value of about
21% in nanomaterials with crystallite sizes below 10 nm. The so
prepared nanostructured oxides, which are in this case free of
any additives, might be of large interest for the preparation of
catalysts since the unsaturated Al centers act as anchoring sites
for catalytically active materials.55 Thus, the mechanical pre-
paration route found might establish a basis for the design of
catalysts whose activity can be thoroughly tailored. Finally, the
investigations on the phase transformations upon milling
clearly show that mechanochemical methods provide highly
eﬀective tools to create (metastable) compounds which are not
available by conventional synthesis routes.54
2.2 Mechanosyntheses of complex oxides
It is widely appreciated that the performance of oxides and of
materials, in general, is closely related to the ways in which they
are processed. The conventional solid state (ceramic) synthesis
of complex oxides requires a number of stages including
homogenization of the powder precursors, compaction of the
reactants, and finally their prolonged heat treatment at con-
siderably high calcination temperatures. In many cases, this
causes losses of constituent elements due to their high volatility
and, consequently, it results in the formation of multiphase
products and the degradation of microstructural and functional
properties of oxide materials.28,50 Various wet chemistry-based
routes have also been developed to synthesize nanosized oxide
powders. However, most of the solution chemistry-based routes
still involve calcinations, although at relatively lower tempera-
tures. One goal of modern chemistry research and materials
development has been to identify simpler processing schemes
that do not rely upon high-temperature treatments for inducing
solid state reactions.52 Among the many types of preparation
techniques, the non-conventional mechanochemical proces-
sing has been recognized as an alternative route overcoming
all of the above-mentioned problems and providing an eﬃcient
one-step and facile access to nanomaterials.9–17
The most important types of heterogeneous mechanochemical
processes in oxides include formation reactions, decomposition
reactions of compounds, and reduction–oxidation processes.5,46
These processes comprise multi-constituent solid state systems.
Mechanically induced formation reactions (mechanosyntheses)
represent one of the major subjects of mechanochemistry.9,14,17
The preparation of far-from-equilibrium and (simultaneously)
nanostructured materials with unusual functional properties,
markedly diﬀerent from those of their micrometer-sized
counterparts, provides a major source of motivation for
mechanosynthesis.17 This route, which includes several stages
such as the mixing of precursors at the atomic level, the
nucleation of a new product phase and its growth, can be
considered as a bottom-up approach for the preparation of
nanostructured materials.5,17
In this section, we shall exemplify the richness of hetero-
geneous mechanochemical processes by discussing the mechano-
synthesis of diﬀerent families of complex oxides (stannates,
silicates, ferrites, lanthanates) with a variety of structure types
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(spinel, olivine, perovskite, garnet). It shall be demonstrated
that these oxides can be mechanosynthesized at ambient
temperature directly from their precursors in the form of
nanosized powders without the need for calcination at inter-
mediate temperatures, thus making the process very simple
and cost-eﬀective.
Fig. 9 illustrates the mechanosynthesis of zinc stannate
from a mixture of binary oxides (2ZnO + SnO2 - Zn2SnO4)
followed by XRD and 119Sn MAS NMR.50 As can be clearly seen,
in the XRD pattern of the mixture milled for 4 h, all diﬀraction
peaks detected can be ascribed to the Zn2SnO4 phase. Similarly,
after 4 h of milling, the resonance peak at 604 ppm (refer-
enced to microcrystalline SnO2), corresponding to the Sn atoms
located in SnO6 octahedra in the tetragonal structure of the
SnO2 educt, has disappeared completely. The corresponding
NMR spectrum of the milled powder is dominated by the lines
assigned to the Sn4+ cations in the spinel structure of mechano-
synthesized Zn2SnO4.
50 For comparison, the XRD pattern and
the NMR spectrum of the Zn2SnO4 reference sample (the bulk
material prepared by the conventional ceramic route) are also
presented at the bottom of Fig. 9. In contrast to relatively
narrow XRD reflexes for the bulk Zn2SnO4, the broadened
diﬀraction peaks of the mechanosynthesized stannate provide
clear evidence of the nanoscale nature of the mechanosynthe-
sized product.
It is well recognized that functional properties of nano-
structured materials prepared by mechanochemical routes are
determined to a large extent by their interfaces/surfaces (see
Fig. 10).33,47–52 Thus, a fundamental understanding of such
‘‘interface-controlled’’ materials relies on a careful separation of
their surface and bulk eﬀects. In the following, based on
comparative spectroscopic studies of bulk samples being
conventionally prepared and their nanosized mechano-
synthesized counterparts, selected examples of the separation
of surface eﬀects from bulk eﬀects in oxide nanoparticles will
be presented.
In particular, the complementary methodological approach
(i.e., the application of a variety of spectroscopic techniques)
allowed a systematic investigation of structural disorder at the
atomic level within the core and shell of mechanosynthesized
oxide nanoparticles.26,28,40,46–52 For example, 119Sn MAS NMR
and Raman spectroscopy provided valuable complementary
insights into the nature of the short-range structural disorder
of the mechanosynthesized 2–4 spinel Zn2SnO4 (see Fig. 11).
50
The relatively narrow resonance line at 473 ppm (referenced
to microcrystalline SnO2) is ascribed to arise from Sn
4+ cations
Fig. 9 (left) XRD patterns and (right) 119Sn MAS NMR spectra of the 2ZnO +
SnO2 mixture milled various times (up to 4 h) and of (bottom) the bulk Zn2SnO4
prepared by the conventional ceramic route. The mechanosynthesis was per-
formed in a Pulverisette 7 planetary mill. The milling times are shown in the
figure. Diﬀraction peaks of the bulk Zn2SnO4 are denoted by Miller indices.
Spinning sidebands associated with the resonance at 473 ppm are marked
with *. Adapted with permission from ref. 50, copyright 2012 The Royal Society
of Chemistry.
Fig. 10 (a) Bright-field and (b) high-resolution TEM images of mechanosynthesized
Ca2SnO4. The core–shell configuration of mechanosynthesized nanoparticles with
the thickness of the surface shell of about 1.5 nm is evident. The lattice fringes
correspond to the crystallographic plane (111) (d = 2.73 Å) of the Ca2SnO4 phase
(JCPDS PDF 46-0112). Adapted with permission from ref. 52, copyright 2009
American Chemical Society.
Fig. 11 (a) 119Sn MAS NMR spectra and (b) Raman spectra of (top) mechano-
synthesized nanoscale Zn2SnO4 and (bottom) bulk Zn2SnO4 prepared by the
conventional thermal route. The resonance line at 473 ppm arises from the octa-
hedrally coordinated Sn ions in the core of Zn2SnO4 nanoparticles, whereas the broad
line centered at 524 ppm is associated with the Sn ions occupying deformed SnO6
octahedra in the near-surface layers of nanoparticles. The frequencies of the Raman
modes are indicated in the figure. The phonon band at 626 cm1 is assigned to the
vibrations of the Sn–O bonds in the SnO4 tetrahedra created by the redistribution of
some Sn ions from [B] to (A) sites. Adapted with permission from ref. 50, copyright
2012 The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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located in regular SnO6 octahedra in the core of Zn2SnO4
nanoparticles whereas the broad line centered at 524 ppm
is associated with the Sn ions occupying highly distorted SnO6
octahedra in the near-surface layers of the nanoparticles.
Integration of the intensities of the NMR lines reveals that
about 50% of the Sn atoms are located in the disordered
surface shell of the as-prepared nanoparticles. Moreover, the
phonon band at 626 cm1, observed exclusively in the Raman
spectrum of the mechanosynthesized Zn2SnO4 spinel (Fig. 11b),
is assigned to the fundamental Raman-active vibration of the
Sn–O bonds in the SnO4 tetrahedra created by the redistribu-
tion of some Sn ions from [B] to (A) sites. In other words, the
Raman investigation of the stannates indicates that, in contrast
to the bulk material exhibiting the fully inverse spinel structure
of the type (Zn)[SnZn]O4, the nanoscale mechanosynthesized
Zn2SnO4 adopts a partly inverse spinel structure characterized
by the crystal chemical formula (ZnlSn1l)[SnlZn2l]O4. Thus,
the comparative spectroscopic studies of bulk and nanocrystal-
line Zn2SnO4 enable us to separate surface eﬀects from bulk
eﬀects in mechanosynthesized nanoparticles; the inner core of
nanoparticles is found to possess the fully inverse spinel
structure with the regular geometry of constitutive polyhedra
whereas the surface shell is disordered due to a nonequilibrium
cation distribution and a broadly distorted local environment
around the cations.
The next example deals with the mechanosynthesis of
calcium stannate (2CaO + SnO2 - Ca2SnO4) with an ortho-
rhombic structure,52 which was followed by 119Sn MAS NMR
and 119Sn Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy. The two spectroscopies are
remarkably complementary in this case insofar as NMR
spectroscopy is concerned with the nuclear ground state of
119Sn nuclei which possess spin I = 1/2 and thus exclusively
reflect chemical shift interactions experienced by the nuclei. On
the other hand, Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy involves transitions
between the ground and first excited nuclear states (where the
latter possesses spin I = 3/2) and therefore provides information
on the quadrupolar interactions experienced by the nuclei of
119Sn. In this context, the Ca2SnO4 formation reaction repre-
sents an excellent model system for studies of local structural
changes during mechanosynthesis because the tin nucleus
119Sn can serve as a local probe in both NMR and Mo¨ssbauer
measurements. The broad shape of the NMR lines observed for
the mechanosynthesized product, which is in contrast to the
relatively narrow lines for the bulk stannates (Fig. 12a), implies
the presence of broadly distributed local environments around
the Sn nuclei due to the mechanically induced distortion of the
SnO6 octahedra. On the other hand, an interesting observation
is that the average quadrupole splitting for mechanosynthe-
sized Ca2SnO4 is significantly smaller than that estimated for
the conventionally prepared stannate (see Fig. 12b). This
reflects the presence of smaller electric field gradients acting
on Sn nuclei in the nanocrystalline material. Consequently, this
gives evidence of the presence of distorted but more symmetric
SnO6 octahedra in the mechanosynthesized stannate. This
striking local structural feature has also been observed to
occur in other mechanosynthesized complex oxides with the
orthorhombic structure such as fayalite (a-Fe2SiO4).
26 In the
latter case, 57Fe Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy even allows a quanti-
tative determination of the distribution of Fe2+ cations
within the core (with regular and asymmetric octahedra) and
shell (with distorted albeit more symmetric octahedra) of
mechanosynthesized nanoparticles. Based on the results of
57Fe Mo¨ssbauer analysis (Fig. 12c), the crystal chemical formula
emphasizing the site occupancy at the atomic level in the
nanofayalite can be represented as [Fe0.6][M1]c[Fe0.6][M2]c-
[Fe0.4][M1]s[Fe0.4][M2]sSiO4, where [M1]c, [M2]c and [M1]s, [M2]s
denote cation sites of octahedral coordination in the inner core
and the surface shell of a-Fe2SiO4 nanoparticles, respectively.
Note that bulk fayalite crystallizes with the olivine structure of
the type [Fe][M1][Fe][M2]SiO4.
In the case of the important group of mechanosynthesized
iron-containing magnetic oxides such as spinel ferrites MFe2O4
(M = Mg, Ni, Mn, Zn),47–49,56 their core–shell morphology
requires to fit their 57Fe Mo¨ssbauer spectra by a superposition
of four spectral components (Fig. 13): two accounting for Fe3+
nuclei at (A) and [B] sites of the particle core and two associated
with Fe3+ ions at (A) and [B] sites in the surface shell of the
nanoparticles. Thus, it could be revealed that the surface
shell of ferrite nanoparticles is structurally and magnetically
disordered owing to the nearly random distribution of cations
(ls E 0.67) and the canted spin arrangement (Cs E 28–401).
This is in contrast to the cation ordered bulk-like core of the
ferrite nanoparticles with a collinear spin alignment (C = 01).47,48
Fig. 12 (a) 119Sn MAS NMR spectra and (b) 119Sn Mo¨ssbauer spectra of (top)
nanosized mechanosynthesized Ca2SnO4 and (bottom) bulk Ca2SnO4 prepared
by the conventional thermal route. The mechanosynthesis was completed after
4 h of milling the mixture of precursors (2CaO + SnO2) in a Pulverisette 6
planetary mill. Modified with permission from ref. 52, copyright 2009 American
Chemical Society. (c) (left) Room-temperature 57Fe Mo¨ssbauer spectra of bulk
a-Fe2SiO4 and nanosized mechanosynthesized a-Fe2SiO4 with the olivine struc-
ture. The mechanosynthesis was completed after 4 h of milling the mixture of
precursors (2a-Fe2O3 + 2Fe + 3SiO2) in a Pulverisette 6 planetary mill. [M1]c, [M2]c
and [M1]s, [M2]s denote cation sites of octahedral coordination in the inner core
and the surface shell of a-Fe2SiO4 nanoparticles, respectively. (right) Schematic
presentation of the olivine structure. Modified with permission from ref. 26,
copyright 2012 The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Clearly, such a far-from-equilibrium state confined to the
particle’s near-surface layers of the mechanosynthesized
ferrites has significant implications for their magnetic beha-
viour. In this context it should be mentioned that both, the
‘‘magnetically active’’ surface shell, exhibiting a two times
larger eﬀective magnetic moment than bulk material,47 as well
as the ‘‘magnetically dead’’ surface shell (with zero eﬀective
magnetic moment)48 have been reported for nanosizedmechano-
synthesized ferrites. These findings are consistently explained
in terms of the so-called modified core–shell model,57 in which a
competition between the eﬀects of spin canting and site
exchange of cations in the surface shell of ferrimagnetic
nanoparticles plays a decisive role. According to this model,
the magnetization enhancement is observed only in the case
when the eﬀect of the nonequilibrium cation distribution in
the shell dominates over the eﬀect of spin canting (e.g., the case
of MgFe2O4 and of ZnFe2O4).
57,58 Otherwise, a reduced magne-
tization (a phenomenon that is more frequently reported in the
literature) may be expected for ferrite nanoparticles (e.g., the
case of NiFe2O4 and of MnFe2O4).
48,49 The case of the mechano-
synthesized BiFeO3 perovskite
28 clearly demonstrates that, in
contrast to spinels, an enhanced magnetization in nanoferrite
can also be caused by canted surface spins surrounding an
antiferromagnetic core of nanoparticles.
The mechanosynthesis of Al-doped garnet-like Li7La3Zr2O12,
which is one of the fastest chemically stable Li ion conductors
known, represents an illustrative example for the benefits of
high-energy ball milling. Cubic Li7La3Zr2O12, whose structure is
stabilized against the tetragonal form by the incorporation of
Al ions, can be prepared by co-milling of the binary oxides
(Li2O, ZrO2, Al2O3, and La2O3) for 8 h in a Pulverisette 7
planetary mill.59 Although a subsequent annealing step at
elevated temperature is needed to obtain phase pure Al-doped
cubic Li7La3Zr2O12, see Fig. 14, the necessary temperature of
873 K is much lower than that used in conventional solid state
synthesis. Remarkably, it is even lower than the calcination
temperature of a sol–gel synthesis route. In addition, compared
to conventional solid state syntheses the mechanochemically
assisted preparation of Li7La3Zr2O12 takes advantage of a very
short sintering period of only 6 h. Most importantly, the low
reaction temperature enabled the precise adjustment of the
samples’ stoichiometry since volatilization of Li could be
largely prevented. This allowed a systematic investigation of
the properties of Al-doped Li7La3Zr2O12. In particular, it turned
out that the substitution of Al ions for La and Zr ions con-
siderably aﬀects the structure as well as the corresponding
Li ion dynamics of garnet-type Li7La3Zr2O12.
59
Nanostructured oxides prepared by mechanochemical
methods are often inherently unstable owing to their far-
from-equilibrium structural configurations. The last two
examples presented are related to the stability of mechano-
synthesized nanooxides at elevated temperatures and changing
environments in which these nanostructures are expected to
operate.
Fig. 15 shows the room-temperature 57Fe Mo¨ssbauer spectra
of mechanosynthesized NiFe2O4 spinel taken after annealing at
various temperatures. Note that the near-surface layers of the
mechanosynthesized spinel exhibit a nearly random cation
distribution, deformed FeO4 and FeO6 polyhedra, and a canted
spin arrangement.48 The thermal stability range of such far-
from-equilibrium configurations in the mechanosynthesized
NiFe2O4 is found to extend up to 673 K. However, at T > 673 K,
the superparamagnetic doublet, being characteristic of mechano-
synthesized ferrite nanoparticles at room temperature, gradually
vanishes because of particle growth of the spinel phase (Fig. 15).
Simultaneously, the sextet structure, typical of the long-range
ferrimagnetic state, develops because of the thermally induced
changes in the spin configurations. The spectrum of the
Fig. 13 (a) Mo¨ssbauer spectra of (top) bulk MgFe2O4 and (bottom) nanosized
mechanosynthesized MgFe2O4 taken at 3 K in an external magnetic field of 5.5 T
applied perpendicular to the g-ray direction. (A)c, [B]c and (A)s, [B]s denote cation
sites of tetrahedral and octahedral coordination in the inner core and the surface
shell of MgFe2O4 nanoparticles, respectively. (b) Schematic drawing showing the
non-uniform nanostructure of mechanosynthesized MgFe2O4. The crystal
chemical formulae emphasize the spin alignment and the site occupancy at
the atomic level within the particle core and shell. Modified with permission from
ref. 47, copyright 2006 American Chemical Society.
Fig. 14 XRD patterns demonstrating a combined mechanochemical-thermal
route to Al-doped garnet-like Li7La3Zr2O12 with cubic structure. (a) XRD pattern
of the material prepared by high-energy ball milling of a mixture of binary oxides
(Li2O, ZrO2, Al2O3, La2O3) for 8 h in a Pulverisette 7 planetary mill. (b) XRD pattern
of Al-doped cubic Li7La3Zr2O12 obtained after heat treatment of the material at
873 K for 6 h. Reproduced with permission from ref. 59, copyright 2012 American
Chemical Society.
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mechanosynthesized NiFe2O4 after annealing at 1273 K (Fig. 15,
bottom) consists of two sextets whose hyperfine magnetic field
values are very similar to those found for a coarse-grained
NiFe2O4. The quantitative evaluation of this spectrum revealed
that the annealed sample exhibits the fully inverse spinel struc-
ture with a collinear spin alignment.48 This case exemplarily gives
evidence that mechanosynthesized materials are metastable,
i.e., at elevated temperatures they relax toward their equili-
brium configuration.
The thermally induced relaxation processes in mechano-
synthesized oxides are accompanied by changes in their func-
tional properties. This is shown in Fig. 16 for magnetic spinels;
their response to changes in temperature manifests itself by an
alteration of the saturation magnetization. As can be seen, this
quantity can be enhanced (for NiFe2O4)
48 or reduced (for
MgFe2O4)
57 with increasing annealing temperature (i.e., with
increasing D). Obviously, this large variation in magnetization
oﬀers an ample opportunity to manipulate and tailor the
magnetic properties of these nanomaterials.
It is found that the stability of mechanosynthesized nano-
particles is determined to a large extent by the nature of
structural disorder of their near-surface/interface regions.
In the case of amorphous surfaces/interfaces such as those
detected in mechanosynthesized BiFeO3,
28 the nanomaterial is
found to respond even to a small change in environment in the
course of TEM investigations. Fig. 17 documents the rapid
kinetics of the electron beam-induced crystallization of the
near-surface layers of mechanosynthesized BiFeO3 perovskite
observed under in situ conditions. This finding can be inter-
preted as a reaction of the mechanically induced high-energy
surface states to electron irradiation. This observation demon-
strates both the inherent instability and the high reactivity of
‘‘fresh’’ mechanosynthesized surfaces.
Based on the analogy with the electron beam-induced nuclea-
tion and growth processes presented above, we can state that the
structurally disordered (amorphous) surfaces/interfaces play an
essential role in the mechanically induced formation reactions;
the impact-induced nucleation and growth processes of the
mechanosynthesized phase are spatially confined to these highly
deformed regions. It may be assumed that during the early
stages of high-energy ball milling the reaction precursors are
mixed at the atomic level and a new mechanosynthesized phase
nucleates in interfacial regions between the solid reactants
during the impact period. The growth mechanism of nuclei
(crystallites) of the new phase could be understood as a result
of the competitive eﬀects of the impact-induced local heating
and strains. The latter are accompanied by the amorphization
(defect formation) of repeatedly impacted surfaces whereas the
involved ‘‘thermal spikes’’ cause their crystallization. Note that
similarly to the case of BiFeO3,
28 the mechanism of mechano-
synthesis of other perovskites (e.g., NaNbO3) has also been
interpreted as being due to ‘‘nucleation-and-growth’’ processes
from the amorphous phase.60
Concluding remarks
Mechanochemistry as a branch of chemistry, being concerned
with the chemical and physical transformations of solids
induced by mechanical action, has a long history and continues
Fig. 15 (left) Room-temperature 57Fe Mo¨ssbauer spectra of mechanosynthesized
NiFe2O4 after annealing at various temperatures for 30 min. The annealing
temperatures are shown in the figure. (right) TEM bright-field images of the
material after annealing at 973, 1073, and 1273 K reveal diﬀerent particle sizes.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 48, copyright 2007 American Chemical
Society.
Fig. 16 Hysteresis loops measured at 3 K for mechanosynthesized and sub-
sequently annealed (a) NiFe2O4 and (b) MgFe2O4. The annealing temperatures
and the corresponding particle sizes are shown in the figure. Reproduced with
permission from ref. 48 (a), copyright 2007 American Chemical Society. Repro-
duced with permission from ref. 57 (b), copyright 2007 Elsevier Science B.V.
Fig. 17 In situ high-resolution TEM observation of the crystallization of the
amorphous near-surface layers of mechanosynthesized BiFeO3 perovskite.
A metastability of the mechanically induced high-energy surface states manifests
itself by the rapid crystallization reaction on the electron irradiation in the course
of TEM investigations. The observation time (to) is shown in the figure. Repro-
duced with permission from ref. 28, copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.
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to be of high importance. The chemical reactions of oxides
induced by mechanical action can be categorized along the
same lines that are commonly used in chemistry; they are either
of homogeneous or of heterogeneous type. In the present
review, the nature of the homogeneous mechanochemical
reactions in oxides is highlighted by examples focusing on
mechanically induced cation redistributions and canted spin
arrangements, changes in the geometry of constitutive polyhedra,
mechanically triggered formation of defective cation centers with
unsaturated oxygen coordinations, and on mechanically induced
phase transformations. Heterogeneous processes are illustrated
by the mechanosyntheses of diﬀerent families of complex oxides
(stannates, silicates, ferrites, lanthanates) with a variety of struc-
ture types (spinel, orthorhombic, olivine, perovskite, garnet).
These oxides can be mechanosynthesized at ambient tempera-
ture directly from their precursors in the form of nanosized
powders, without the need for calcination at intermediate tem-
peratures, thus making the process very simple. Due to the ability
of spectroscopic methods (NMR, Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy, XPS,
Raman spectroscopy) and of high-resolution electron microscopy
to provide structural information on a local atomic scale, valuable
insight into the mechanochemically induced reactions in oxides
is obtained. It is demonstrated that homogeneous and hetero-
geneous mechanochemical reactions of oxides are spatially
confined to their interfacial regions with the thickness of about
1 nm. Functional properties and stability of oxides prepared
by mechanochemical routes are determined to a large extent
by a far-from-equilibrium structural state of their interface/
near-surface regions.
The event of mechanically induced reactions provides novel
opportunities for the non-thermal manipulation of materials
and for the tailoring of their properties. The non-conventional
mechanochemical approach oﬀers several advantages over
traditional processing routes including low-temperature solid
state reactions, fewer processing steps, and suitability for the low
cost, large-scale production of powders with nanosized crystal-
lites. In this respect, mechanochemistry contributes to the
search for novel sustainable production routes of functionally
tailored nanomaterials. Although a surge of investigations in the
field of mechanochemistry has resulted in the preparation of
various metastable solids, the understanding of the fundamental
mechanisms and kinetics of mechanochemical reactions has
still not reached a satisfactory level, with the main reason
probably being the complexity of these reactions and the short-
age of systematic studies. A breakthrough in this context appears
to be made in a very recent real-time study of mechanochemical
transformations in a ball mill by means of in situ diﬀraction of
high-energy synchrotron X-rays.61
In respect of modern technological challenges, a few examples5
of the possible future application of mechanochemically pre-
pared oxides should be mentioned: the high-energy ball milling
process appears as a promising way to increase the perfor-
mance of membrane materials for oxygen separation (e.g.,
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.5Fe0.5O3d). Structural modification induced in
ground oxide powders (e.g., ZnO) has been reported to be useful
for increasing their antibacterial eﬀect. The mechanically activated
iron-containing oxides are interesting for treatment of waste-
waters, e.g., milled Fe3O4 is very eﬀective in the removal of arsenic
from aqueous solutions, which allows one to keep the concen-
tration of the residual arsenic below the regulation limits for
drinking water. The electrochemical performance of oxide
electrodes (e.g., the LiNi0.4Co0.2Mn0.4O2 cathode and the Zn2SnO4
anode) has been found to be improved by the mechanochemical
preparation route. Finally, mechanical activation has also been
shown to be an important step in the preparation of photo-
catalytically active oxides (e.g., N, S and Fe doped TiO2 powders).
5
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